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STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT 

Defendant-Appellant The Bert Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL Player 

Retirement Plan respectfully requests oral argument.  The district 

court’s decision raises numerous important issues regarding Employee 

Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) employee benefit plan 

administration.  Those issues include not only whether the Plan’s Board 

of Trustees reasonably denied Plaintiff’s application to reclassify his 

disability benefits, but also the role of a court reviewing benefit decisions, 

the procedures that plans must follow, and the remedy when a court 

rejects a plan administrator’s decision.  Oral argument will facilitate 

proper resolution of these questions, which have significant ramifications 

for administration of ERISA benefit plans more broadly. 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

The district court had jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and 

ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1132(e).  This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1291. 
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED 

I. Whether the Board acted within its discretion in finding Plaintiff’s 

administrative appeal untimely. 

II. Whether the Board substantially complied with ERISA procedural 

requirements. 

III. Whether the Board acted within its discretion in determining that 

Plaintiff’s benefits could not be reclassified because Plaintiff did not 

clearly and convincingly show either (i) “changed circumstances” or 

(ii) that he became totally and permanently disabled “shortly after” 

his 2004 injury.   

IV. In the alternative, whether the district court erred by granting 

benefits rather than remanding to the Board. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Bert Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL Player Retirement Plan—jointly 

administered by a Board of Trustees with an equal number of 

representatives appointed by the National Football League Players 

Association (NFLPA) and the NFL Management Council (NFLMC)—

pays hundreds of millions of dollars in disability benefits to thousands of 

former players each year.  Most former players who are unable to earn a 

living due to “total and permanent” (T&P) disabilities receive six-figure 

benefit payments annually.  Among those designated T&P disabled, the 

highest benefit payments (“Active Football” benefits) are awarded to a 

small group whose football injury caused the player to become T&P 

disabled immediately or “shortly after” (i.e., no more than twelve months 

after) his disability first arose. 

Plaintiff Michael Cloud, who last played in the NFL in the 2005-

2006 season, has received disability benefits from the Plan since 2010.  

In 2014, Plaintiff applied for T&P benefits, and the Plan’s Disability 

Initial Claims Committee awarded him “Inactive A” benefits amounting 

to $135,000 annually but determined that he was not entitled to Active 

Football benefits.  Plaintiff did not appeal to the Plan’s Board.  Two years 
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later, he applied for “reclassification” to Active Football benefits.  After 

the Committee denied his application, the Board denied Plaintiff’s appeal 

for three independent reasons:  (i) the appeal was untimely; (ii) Plaintiff 

failed to clearly and convincingly demonstrate “changed circumstances,” 

a requirement for reclassification that he did not even claim to satisfy; 

and (iii) Plaintiff was not T&P disabled “shortly after” his disability first 

arose in 2004, as required for Active Football benefits. 

Plaintiff sued.  In its zeal to “pull[] back” the purported “curtain” on 

the Plan, ROA.12549, the district court flouted basic limitations on 

judicial review of ERISA benefit decisions at every turn.  The court 

permitted wide-ranging discovery, held an unprecedented six-day trial, 

and admitted extensive evidence outside the administrative record—all 

to decide whether the Board abused its discretion in declining to 

reclassify the level of T&P benefits that Plaintiff had previously been 

awarded.  The end result:  an 84-page opinion, replete with procedural 

and substantive errors, that reverses the Board’s decision on theories 

never presented to the Board and that orders an outright award of the 

highest level of benefits available under the Plan.   
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First, the district court sidestepped the most straightforward way 

to resolve this case by rejecting the Board’s determination that Plaintiff’s 

administrative appeal was untimely.  The Board found, and the 

administrative record confirms, that Plaintiff filed his appeal after the 

deadline passed.  That should have been the end of this case.   

Second, applying a freewheeling understanding of the “full and fair 

review” ERISA requires, the district court overturned the Board’s 

decision by inventing various procedural rules and misapplying others.  

Most egregiously, the court looked behind the Board’s official decision in 

search of proof regarding the “actual” motivations of the Board members.   

Third, the district court held that the Board abused its discretion 

in denying Plaintiff’s application for reclassification.  Yet Plaintiff was 

plainly ineligible on multiple grounds.  He effectively conceded before the 

Board that he could not show “changed circumstances” (asking only to 

“waive” that prerequisite for reclassification).  And undisputed evidence 

demonstrated that he did not become T&P disabled “shortly after” the 

triggering October 2004 injury:  Not only did Plaintiff’s benefit 

applications rely on a Social Security Administration (SSA) award 

finding an onset date of December 2008, but, as even his counsel 
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conceded, Plaintiff could not have been T&P disabled while continuing to 

play in NFL games through December 2005 (beyond the “shortly after” 

period). 

The district court’s decision eviscerates the limits on judicial review 

of ERISA benefit decisions and sets unworkable requirements for how 

plan administrators must treat benefit claims.  This Court should reverse 

and order entry of judgment in the Plan’s favor. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I. STATUTORY AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

A. ERISA Plans

An ERISA claimant has “the initial burden of demonstrating 

entitlement to benefits” before the plan.  Perdue v. Burger King Corp., 7 

F.3d 1251, 1254 n.9 (5th Cir. 1993).  “ERISA plan administrators are 

permitted to exercise broad discretion, which the statute confirms by 

strictly limiting the scope of judicial review.”  Crosby v. Louisiana Health 

Serv. & Indem. Co., 647 F.3d 258, 264 (5th Cir. 2011).  A claimant 

dissatisfied with a benefits denial may bring a civil action in federal court 

in two narrow circumstances relevant here.   
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First, the claimant may sue to obtain “benefits due to him under 

the terms of his plan.”  29 U.S.C. § 1132(a)(1)(B).  But a legal action does 

not afford plan participants “a second chance to produce evidence 

demonstrating that coverage should be afforded.”  Crosby, 647 F.3d at 

263.  Indeed, a court may not consider “evidence to resolve the merits of 

the coverage determination—i.e. whether coverage should have been 

afforded under the plan—unless the evidence is in the administrative 

record, relates to how the administrator has interpreted the plan in the 

past, or would assist the court in understanding medical terms and 

procedures.”  Id.  “[R]estricting the district court’s review” in this manner 

“encourage[es] attorneys for claimants to make a good faith effort to 

resolve the claim with the administrator before filing suit in district 

court[.]”  Vega v. National Life Ins. Servs., Inc., 188 F.3d 287, 300 (5th 

Cir. 1999), overruled on other grounds by Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. 

Glenn, 554 U.S. 105 (2008).  

Second, the claimant may assert that the plan failed to provide him 

with a “full and fair review” of his claim.  29 U.S.C. §§ 1133(2), 1132(a)(3).  

Resolving such a procedural challenge may involve consideration of 

limited evidence bearing on “the completeness of the administrative 
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record” or “whether the plan administrator complied with ERISA’s 

procedural regulations.”  Crosby, 647 F.3d at 263.  But such challenges 

are evaluated only for “substantial compliance,” and this Court “rarely 

find[s] that an administrator failed to substantially comply with the 

procedural requirements of ERISA[.]”  Lafleur v. Louisiana Health Serv. 

& Indem. Co., 563 F.3d 148, 154, 157 (5th Cir. 2009).  Even a plan 

administrator’s failure to substantially comply does not entitle the 

claimant to benefits, but rather may warrant “remand[] *** to the plan 

administrator.”  Id. at 160. 

B. The Plan

The Plan “is an employee, multi-employer welfare benefit plan 

governed by [ERISA].”  Atkins v. Bert Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL Player Ret. 

Plan, 694 F.3d 557, 560 (5th Cir. 2012).  “As required by statute, the Plan 

is jointly administered by employee (NFL players) and employer (NFL 

club owners) representatives.”  Id. (citing 29 U.S.C. § 186(c)(5)(B)).  The 

Committee, which decides claims in the first instance, consists of one 

NFLPA-appointed representative, one NFLMC-appointed 

representative, and the Plan’s medical director or another jointly 

designated medical professional.  ROA.218.   
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The Committee’s decisions are appealable to the Board—the 

“named fiduciary *** responsible for administering the plan.”  Atkins, 

694 F.3d at 560.  The Board consists of three NFLPA-appointed 

representatives (all former players) and three NFLMC-appointed 

representatives.  Id.  Because ERISA requires these appointees to 

administer the Plan on behalf of all Plan participants, they are “obligated 

to guard the assets of the [Plan] from improper claims, as well as to pay 

legitimate claims.”  Boyd v. Bert Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL Players Ret. Plan, 

410 F.3d 1173, 1178 (9th Cir. 2005) (alteration in original) (quoting 

Brogan v. Holland, 105 F.3d 158, 164 (4th Cir. 1997)).  Like the 

Committee, the Board makes classification decisions “in all cases on the 

facts and circumstances in the administrative record.”  ROA.204. It “will 

consider all information in the Player’s administrative record, and shall 

have full and absolute discretion to determine the relative weight to give 

such information.”  ROA.220.    

In addition to resolving classification appeals, the Board is 

“responsible for implementing and administering the Plan” and has “full 

and absolute discretion, authority, and power to interpret, control, 

implement, and manage the Plan[.]”  ROA.216. This “authority includes, 
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but is not limited to, the power to *** construe the Plan” and “[a]dopt 

procedures, rules, and forms for the administration of the Plan[.]”  

ROA.216-217. The Board also may “[d]elegate its power and duties” or 

“otherwise act to secure specialized advice or assistance, as it deems 

necessary or desirable in connection with the administration of the 

Plan[.]”  ROA.217. The Board may, “to the extent not prohibited by 

applicable law, *** rely conclusively upon *** the advice or opinion of 

such persons, provided that such persons are prudently chosen and 

retained[.]”  Id.

The Plan provides various categories of disability benefits, totaling 

hundreds of millions of dollars annually, to former players who applied 

before January 1, 2015.  ROA.9816:13-20.1  Some former players receive 

“Line-of-Duty” benefits for “substantial disablement[s],” i.e., certain 

impairments “arising out of League football activities.”  ROA.208, 210.  

Others receive greater “total and permanent (‘T&P’) disability benefits[.]”  

Atkins, 694 F.3d at 560.  For an applicant to be deemed T&P disabled, 

his disability must substantially prevent him from working “in any 

1 Claims filed on or after January 1, 2015 are paid out of the NFL 
Player Disability and Neurocognitive Benefit Plan, which is not at issue.  
ROA.174. 
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occupation or employment for remuneration or profit,” and be 

“permanent” (meaning it “has persisted or is expected to persist for at 

least twelve months”).  ROA.198. Alternatively, a player who “has been 

determined by the [SSA] to be eligible for disability benefits” is “deemed 

to be [T&P] disabled” automatically.  Id.

Each former player “determined to be [T&P] disabled *** will be 

awarded benefits in one of the four categories” in Section 5.3 of the Plan:  

(a) Active Football, (b) Active Nonfootball, (c) Inactive A, or (d) Inactive 

B.  ROA.200. Active Football is the highest-paying and most restrictive 

category.  A former player is eligible for Active Football benefits only if 

his “disability[] results from League football activities, arises while the 

Player is an Active Player, and causes the Player to be [T&P] disabled 

‘shortly after’ the disability[] first arises.”  Id. A player “who becomes 

[T&P] disabled more than twelve months after a disability[] first arises 

will be conclusively deemed not to” satisfy Section 5.3(a)’s “shortly after” 

requirement.  Id.2 Given that stringent standard, only 30 former players 

receive Active Football benefits.  ROA.12564 ¶ 58. 

2 A player whose disability first arises while he is an active player 
and “who becomes [T&P] disabled no later than six months after [the] 
disability[] first arises will be conclusively deemed to” satisfy the “shortly 
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By contrast, about 1,000 former players receive Inactive A benefits 

under Section 5.3(c), ROA.12564 ¶ 57, which is more liberal by design.  

Qualifying for such benefits “does not require that the disability arise out 

of League football activities,” ROA.200, let alone “shortly after” a football 

injury. Instead, a player need only be T&P disabled and apply for 

benefits “within fifteen (15) years *** of [his] last Credited Season.”  Id.

Eligibility for Active Football and Inactive A T&P benefits is “[s]ubject to 

the special rules of Section 5.4,” which provide that psychological and 

psychiatric disorders are covered only in expressly enumerated 

circumstances.  Id.

A former player who has been awarded T&P benefits may seek to 

have his benefits reclassified to a higher-paying category.  But the 

standard for reclassification is stricter than for an initial benefits 

application:  A former player must show by “clear and convincing” 

evidence “that, because of changed circumstances, the Player satisfies 

after” requirement for Active Football T&P benefits.  ROA.200.  In cases 
where the player becomes T&P disabled six-to-twelve months after a 
disability first arises (if the disability first arises while the player is an 
active player), the Committee or Board determines whether the 
requirement is satisfied.  Id.
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the conditions of eligibility for a benefit under a different category of T&P 

benefits.”  ROA.205. 

If the Committee denies an application, the former player has “180 

days from the receipt of [the] adverse determination to file a written 

request for review of the initial decision to the *** Board.”  ROA.229. All 

documents “are deemed received by the *** Board only if and when 

actually received by the *** Board, and not when mailed or otherwise 

sent or transmitted to the *** Board.”  ROA.232.  

The Board’s eventual decision is the culmination of a rigorous 

process.  In the lead-up to each quarterly meeting, the Board’s advisors—

including lawyers, paralegals, and career disability staff at the NFLPA 

and NFLMC—first review “the facts of the case, the medical records, and 

the specifics relating to dates” and flag “potential issues.”  ROA.12567-

12568 ¶¶ 78-79.  Board advisors and Plan staff then meet to discuss 

cases.  ROA.12569 ¶ 86.  In “separate pre-meeting[s],” NFLPA-appointed 

and NFLMC-appointed Board members discuss cases with each other 

and their advisors.  Id.  ¶ 87.  The full Board then convenes and formally 

votes to approve or deny applications “based on the reasons discussed in 

the *** pre-meetings.”  ROA.12570 ¶ 89.   
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C. Plaintiff’s Past Claims For Benefits

Plaintiff played in the NFL from 1999 to 2006, beginning with the 

Kansas City Chiefs and New England Patriots.  ROA.443-444.  He 

suffered an in-game concussion on October 31, 2004, while playing for the 

New York Giants.  ROA.559-560. Plaintiff missed several days of 

activities; returned; suffered a rib injury and missed another ten days; 

and remained with the Giants for the rest of the 2004 season.  ROA.443, 

557. After signing Plaintiff to a new contract, the Giants released him in 

September 2005.  ROA.443.  Plaintiff re-signed with the Patriots in 

November 2005 and was on their active playing roster for six games 

before being released in mid-December 2005.  Id.   He re-joined the Giants 

as an active player later that month.  Id.  After his contract expired in 

March 2006, Plaintiff’s playing career ended.  Id.

Plaintiff applied for Line-of-Duty benefits in 2009, and the 

Committee denied his application.  ROA.12571-12572 ¶¶ 94, 101.  

Plaintiff appealed that decision, and in 2010 the Board granted him Line-

of-Duty benefits in the amount of $3,290 per month.  ROA.260, 12572-

12574 ¶¶ 102-110.   
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In 2012, Plaintiff applied to the SSA for disability benefits.  

ROA.467. During that process, Plaintiff alleged that the “onset date of 

[his] disability [was] December 31, 2008” (i.e., more than four years after 

his October 2004 concussion).  Id. In June 2014, an administrative law 

judge found that Plaintiff suffered from “migraine headaches” and 

“affective disorder”; adopted Plaintiff’s disability onset date of December 

31, 2008; concluded that Plaintiff had been unable to engage in 

meaningful work since that date; and thus determined that Plaintiff was 

entitled to SSA benefits.  ROA.469, 473.

Soon after receiving the SSA decision, Plaintiff (represented by 

counsel) applied for T&P disability benefits under the Plan.  ROA.264, 

267. His application cited and incorporated Plaintiff’s SSA award, 

ROA.265-278, including by highlighting the “onset date of December 31, 

2008,” ROA.267 (bold in original).  His application also listed numerous 

conditions, including “Depression,” “Memory Loss,” and “Difficulties with 

*** Decision Making and Concentration.”  ROA.265.      

In July 2014, the Committee granted Plaintiff Inactive A benefits 

but denied him Active Football benefits.  ROA.450-453. In its decision 

letter, the Committee explained that Plaintiff was deemed T&P disabled 
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based on the SSA award.  ROA.452. But Plaintiff was not entitled to 

Active Football benefits because Plaintiff “did not become [T&P] disabled 

within any possible ‘shortly after’ period.”  Id.  Plaintiff did not appeal 

that determination.   

As a result of his Inactive A classification, and in addition to other 

collectively bargained health and retirement benefits, Plaintiff has 

received $135,000 annually from the Plan since 2014.  ROA.454.   

II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

A. Administrative Proceedings 

In February 2016, Plaintiff (again represented by counsel) applied 

to have his Inactive A benefits reclassified to the Active Football category.  

ROA.456-457. His application noted the prior SSA award, including its 

discussion of “migraine headaches and affective disorders.”  Id. The 

application then listed various conditions, including “Migraine,” “Clinical 

Depression,” “Significant Memory & Attention Problems,” and “Affective 

Disorder.”  ROA.458-459.  Plaintiff’s application asserted that his 

disability first arose, and caused him to become T&P disabled, 

“immediately after” his October 31, 2004 concussion.  ROA.459.  
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The Committee denied Plaintiff’s application for reclassification on 

several grounds.  The application “did not include any additional 

evidence,” let alone “clear and convincing evidence,” “of changed 

circumstances since the award of T&P benefits in 2014[.]”  ROA.649. And 

under the Plan’s 42-month limitations period, the Committee could not 

“reclassify benefits for any time period prior to January 1, 2011,” which 

was well after any possible “shortly after” window.  Id.3 Regardless, the 

SSA had determined that Plaintiff’s disability “onset date” was December 

31, 2008, which was “also well after the ‘shortly after’ period[.]”  Id. The 

Committee’s letter advised Plaintiff of the 180-day appeal deadline.  

ROA.650.

FedEx shipping records, downloaded and maintained by the Plan 

in the normal course of business, show that the Committee’s decision 

letter was delivered to Plaintiff on March 4, 2016.  ROA.692-697.  

3 Although not addressed by the district court, the Plan provides 
that benefits “will not be reclassified *** with respect to any *** period 
of time that precedes by more than forty-two months the date the [Board] 
receives a written application or similar letter requesting such 
reclassification *** that begins the administrative process that results in 
the award of the benefit.”  ROA.205.  See pp. 67-68, infra. 
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Plaintiff did not contest that delivery date.  ROA.13751:17-21.4  The 

Board received Plaintiff’s appeal on September 2, 2016—182 days later.  

ROA.658.

On appeal, Plaintiff’s counsel again argued that Plaintiff satisfied 

Section 5.3(a)’s “shortly after” requirement because his T&P disability 

arose “almost immediately after his October 2004 head trauma.”  

ROA.660. Plaintiff also “recognize[d] that his benefits [could] only be 

reclassified if there [we]re ‘changed circumstances[.]’”  ROA.664. But 

rather than argue there were changed circumstances, he “submit[ted] 

that this requirement should be waived[.]”  Id. Plaintiff argued that the 

Plan’s 42-month limitations period “should also be waived.”  Id.

The Board determined that Plaintiff’s “request for reclassification 

*** must be denied.”  ROA.687.  The Board’s decision letter explained 

that the Board interprets “changed circumstances *** to mean a new or 

different impairment from the one that originally qualified [Plaintiff] for 

T&P benefits.”  Id. Plaintiff thus was required to show clearly and 

4 At his deposition in 2021, Plaintiff testified that he had no 
recollection of the delivery, ROA.10432:10-12, only to later submit an 
errata stating that he recalled picking up the letter from his doorstep on 
Sunday, March 6, 2016 (exactly 180 days before filing his appeal).  
ROA.10705.  The district court did not rely on that testimony. 
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convincingly that “(1) [he] ha[d] a new or different impairment ***, (2) 

that new or different impairment arose while [he] w[as] an Active Player 

***, and (3) it caused [him] to be[come] [T&P] disabled ‘shortly after’ it 

first [arose.]”  Id. Because Plaintiff’s “request for reclassification [wa]s 

based on *** the same impairments listed in [his] 2014 application, 

[which] formed the basis of [his] award of Inactive A T&P benefits,” 

Plaintiff had not shown changed circumstances.  Id. Further, even if 

Plaintiff had identified a “new or different impairment,” Plaintiff could 

not show that he was T&P disabled within “any conceivable ‘shortly after’ 

period[.]”  Id. “In any event,” Plaintiff’s “appeal was untimely” because 

“the Plan did not receive [the] appeal until *** two days after the 180-

day deadline expired.”  ROA.688.

B. District Court Proceedings

Plaintiff sought review of the Board’s decision in district court.  

ROA.32, 7649, 12279.  The operative complaint alleges that the Plan 

(i) “denied [him] a full and fair review” and (ii) “wrongfully denied” him 

Active Football benefits by “fail[ing] to act in compliance with the 

language of the plan documents.”  ROA.12306-12308 ¶¶ 46, 50.  
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Over the Plan’s objections, the district court permitted Plaintiff to 

obtain broad discovery.  For example, Plaintiff deposed two Committee 

members (Chris Smith and Patrick Reynolds) and the Plan’s disability 

relations manager (Sam Vincent) regarding the initial decision denying 

Plaintiff’s reclassification request, Plaintiff’s prior applications for 

benefits, and how the Plan processes benefits requests generally.  

ROA.7700, 11076-11077. Plaintiff also deposed two Board members 

(Dick Cass and Robert Smith), ROA.7707, 11075, and obtained 

documents relating to historical benefits awards for other former players, 

Committee and Board members’ notes, and materials that Plan 

administrators received from NFLPA advisors.  ROA.7711-7712, 11075-

11078. 

The district court then granted Plaintiff’s motion to supplement the 

administrative record in substantial part.  ROA.11076-11078. The court 

ruled that it would consider depositions of Committee and Board 

members, Committee and Board meeting minutes relating to Plaintiff’s 

past claims for benefits and his request for reclassification, decision 

letters for other players, and testimony from Plaintiff’s expert, Dr. Joseph 

Wu, regarding his review of Plaintiff’s case (which had not been before 
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the Board, and which the court stated it would use only for purposes of 

“understanding medical terms and procedures”).  ROA.11078, 11110. 

After both sides moved for summary judgment, see ROA.11222, 

11229, 11365, 11368, the district court denied the motions without 

explanation and declined to clarify what factual questions remained 

unresolved.  ROA.11886-11888, 12205-12206.   

The bench trial lasted six days.  In addition to the materials noted 

above, the court considered further evidence of communications among 

Committee and Board members and their advisors, and live testimony 

from Vincent, Cass, and Robert Smith.  See ROA.12355-12359; 

ROA.13038-13911 (testimony). 

After trial, the district court reversed the Board’s decision and 

awarded Active Football benefits to Plaintiff.   

First, the district court held that the Board “failed to provide 

Plaintiff a full and fair review.”  ROA.12599. According to the court, the 

Board: 

(1) “did not clearly identify the specific reasons for denial,” 
notwithstanding the “multiple reasons” stated in its 
decision letter, because “not all of those reasons were 
actually contemplated by the Board itself”;
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(2) “did not consider all documents and records submitted 
with Plaintiff’s claim” because the Board delegated 
review to advisors without explicitly instructing them to 
read every page of the record and otherwise improperly 
deferred to those advisors; and 

(3) “did not consult with an appropriate health care 
professional.” 

ROA.12599-12607.   

Second, despite recognizing that “remand to the plan 

administrator” is the normal remedy for failure to provide a full and fair 

review, ROA.12608, the district court held that remand was not 

warranted because the Board also “abused its discretion in denying 

Plaintiff’s application for reclassification to Active Football benefits.”  

ROA.12609.  According to the court, the Board’s no-changed-

circumstances finding was an abuse of discretion because the Board had 

interpreted the phrase “changed circumstances” inconsistently and could 

not evaluate Plaintiff’s circumstances without referring him for a medical 

exam.  ROA.12610-12615.  The court also held that Plaintiff was not 

required to satisfy the “shortly after” requirement for Active Football 

benefits, based on the court’s interpretation of the Plan’s “special rules” 

governing psychological and psychiatric disorders.  ROA.12615-12618.  

The court alternatively held that the Board abused its discretion in 
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determining that Plaintiff did not satisfy the “shortly after” requirement.  

ROA.12622-12627.   

Third, according to the district court, the “untimeliness” of 

Plaintiff’s administrative appeal “was never discussed at the Board 

meeting or mentioned in the Board’s meeting minutes,” so it was “a post 

hoc reason for denial contrived by Benefits Office staff and Board 

advisors.”  ROA.12627.  The court stated that no “concrete evidence” 

supported the untimeliness determination, despite the Committee’s 

standard practice of sending decision letters “via FedEx shipping with a 

signature to the player,” ROA.13080:17-18, FedEx shipping data showing 

“[p]roof of delivery” to Plaintiff, and the Board’s standard practice of 

relying on such data.  ROA.12627-12628.  The court also faulted the 

Board for not taking additional steps to confirm the letter had been 

delivered.  ROA.12628. 

The district court concluded by accusing the Plan of having “an 

intent to deny Plaintiff’s reclassification appeal regardless of the 

evidence” and adopting “a larger strategy engineered to ensure that 

former NFL players suffering from the devastating effects of severe head 

trauma are not awarded Active Football benefits.”  ROA.12629.  The 
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court ordered the Plan to “provide Plaintiff *** Active Football [T&P] 

benefits, effective retroactively” based on the date of his initial 2014 

application for benefits (rather than his 2016 application for 

reclassification), and awarded Plaintiff attorneys’ fees and costs 

(including future contingent fees).  ROA.12632, 12776.   

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

Contrary to the district court’s charged rhetoric about Board 

“abuses,” the Board followed all applicable ERISA procedures, and 

substantial evidence supports its decision to deny Plaintiff’s 

reclassification application.  The Board’s correct decision should have 

been affirmed under any standard, but particularly under the deferential 

standard of review that this Court has repeatedly emphasized.   

I.  The Board’s denial of Plaintiff’s appeal as untimely was not error, 

let alone an abuse of discretion.  The record shows that the Board 

received Plaintiff’s appeal 182 days after he received the Committee’s 

decision letter—as confirmed by uncontroverted FedEx shipping data.  

Nothing in the Plan or ERISA obligates the Board to waive the 180-day 

deadline.  And the district court’s attempt to look behind the Board’s 

official decision—and outside the administrative record—to find that 
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Board members did not “actually contemplate” untimeliness as a ground 

for denial is both improper as a matter of law and incorrect as a matter 

of fact. 

II.  The Board provided Plaintiff with a full and fair review by 

affording him an avenue to appeal the Committee’s decision, reviewing 

his reclassification arguments and the record evidence anew on appeal, 

and explaining its decision in accordance with ERISA regulations.  The 

district court found that the Board members were personally required to 

review every page of the record (at least absent explicit instruction to its 

advisors to do so) and could not rely on advisors participating at both 

stages of the administrative process.  In reality, the Plan gives the Board 

broad authority to delegate its powers and duties; nobody is required to 

review immaterial parts of the administrative record; and advisors may 

participate at both stages so long as they do not “conduct” both stages.  

The court’s further holding that the Plan was required to give Plaintiff a 

medical exam conflates his application for reclassification with his prior 

applications for benefits, and ignores that none of the Board’s grounds 

for denial rested on a new medical judgment.   
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III.  The district court’s holding that the Board abused its discretion 

in denying Plaintiff’s reclassification application rests on multiple legal 

errors.  Most obviously, Plaintiff never sought to establish “changed 

circumstances” before the Board; he sought only to “waive” that 

reclassification requirement.  Plaintiff also failed to show he was T&P 

disabled “shortly after” his October 2004 concussion, as required to 

qualify for Active Football benefits, in light of the SSA award listing the 

onset date of his disability as December 31, 2008, his football playing 

career following the “shortly after” window, and contemporaneous 

medical reports. The district court adopted a mistaken “special rules” 

exception to the “shortly after” requirement that Plaintiff had never 

presented to the Board; Plaintiff argued to the Board that he satisfied 

the requirement, not that he was excepted from it.   

IV.  In the alternative, even assuming some ERISA violation, the 

district court should have (at most) remanded to the Board to address 

any potential grounds for denial (including those offered by the 

Committee but not addressed by the Board) rather than directly award 

Active Football benefits to Plaintiff (including on an impermissibly 

retroactive basis).  That direct award exceeded the court’s authority. 
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This Court should reverse the district court’s unprecedented 

decision (including its accompanying award of attorneys’ fees). 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

In addressing a claim that an ERISA plan administrator wrongfully 

denied benefits under the terms of a plan, this Court applies “the same 

standard as *** the district court.”  George v. Reliance Standard Life Ins. 

Co., 776 F.3d 349, 352 (5th Cir. 2015); accord Wade v. Hewlett-Packard 

Dev. Co. LP Short Term Disability Plan, 493 F.3d 533, 540 (5th Cir. 

2007), abrogated on other grounds by Hardt v. Reliance Standard Life 

Ins. Co., 560 U.S. 242 (2010).  Where, as here, a “plan give[s] the 

administrator discretionary authority to determine eligibility for 

benefits,” this Court reviews a decision to deny benefits only for “abuse 

of discretion.”  Atkins, 694 F.3d at 566.  “An ERISA claimant bears the 

burden to show that the administrator abused its discretion,” George, 776 

F.3d at 352, with review generally limited to the administrative record, 

see, e.g., Crosby, 647 F.3d at 263.   

As this Court has “repeatedly emphasized,” such review is 

exceedingly deferential, as “no court may substitute its own judgment for 

that of the plan administrator.”  McCorkle v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 
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757 F.3d 452, 456-459 (5th Cir. 2014).  Instead, courts must follow this 

Court’s “oft-repeated admonition to affirm the determination of the plan 

administrator unless it is ‘arbitrary’ or is not supported by at least 

‘substantial evidence’—even if that determination is not supported by a 

preponderance.”  Id. at 457 (quoting Ellis v. Liberty Life Assurance Co. 

of Bos., 394 F.3d 262, 269 (5th Cir. 2004)); see also Glenn, 554 U.S. at 120 

(Roberts, C.J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment) 

(“Ensuring that reviewing courts respect the discretionary authority 

conferred on ERISA fiduciaries encourages employers to provide medical 

and retirement benefits to their employees through ERISA-governed 

plans—something they are not required to do.”).  The abuse-of-discretion 

standard also applies to subsidiary issues like a plan’s “factual 

determinations,” Wade, 493 F.3d at 537, and interpretations of plan 

provisions, see Ellis, 394 F.3d at 269.   

ERISA procedural challenges “are evaluated under the substantial 

compliance standard,” the purpose of which “is to afford the beneficiary 

an explanation of the denial of benefits that is adequate to ensure 

meaningful review of that denial.”  Lafleur, 563 F.3d at 154 (internal 

quotation marks omitted).  Because “[t]echnical noncompliance with 
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ERISA procedures will be excused so long as th[at] purpose[] *** ha[s] 

been fulfilled,” Robinson v. Aetna Life Ins. Co.,, 443 F.3d 389, 393 (5th 

Cir. 2006) (first alteration in original) (internal quotation marks 

omitted), this Court “rarely find[s] that an administrator failed to 

substantially comply with the procedural requirements of ERISA,” 

Lafleur, 563 F.3d at 157. 

ARGUMENT 

I. PLAINTIFF’S ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL WAS UNTIMELY 

Under the Plan, a claimant has “180 days from the receipt” of the 

Committee’s decision letter to file an appeal with the Board, and an 

appeal is filed “only if and when actually received by the *** Board[.]”  

ROA.229, 232.  Plaintiff received (via FedEx) the decision letter on March 

4, 2016.  ROA.692-697.  Plaintiff’s appeal, however, was not filed until 

September 2, 2016—182 days after receipt.  See ROA.658, 692-697.  The 

Board thus correctly denied Plaintiff’s appeal as “untimely” because the 

Board received it “two days after the 180-day deadline expired.”  

ROA.688.   

The Board’s clear finding in Plaintiff’s decision letter that his 

appeal was “untimely” should have ended this case.  Nothing in the Plan 
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or ERISA obligates the Board to waive its 180-day deadline; to the 

contrary, the Board has every “right to enforce” its “clear deadline of 180 

days for filing administrative appeals from denials of benefits.”  Edwards 

v. Briggs & Stratton Ret. Plan, 639 F.3d 355, 362 (7th Cir. 2011); see 

ROA.216 (Section 8.2 requires the Board to “implement[] and 

administer[] the Plan, subject to the terms of the Plan”).  Strict 

enforcement of a “180-day time limit” is proper because “[h]aphazard 

waiver of time limits would increase the probability of inconsistent 

results.”  Fortier v. Hartford Life & Accident Ins. Co., 916 F.3d 74, 83 (1st 

Cir. 2019) (alteration in original); see also Chorosevic v. MetLife Choices, 

600 F.3d 934, 945 (8th Cir. 2010) (declining to “render[] toothless a plan’s 

time limits for claims and appeals” or “undermine claimants’ incentives 

to follow such procedures”).   

The district court tried three tacks to avoid this threshold ground 

for denial.  None has merit. 

First, the district court questioned whether record evidence 

supported the Board’s untimeliness determination.  But Plaintiff did not 

contest the FedEx delivery date.  More importantly, uncontroverted 

evidence—namely, the Plan’s business records of delivery data 
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downloaded from FedEx, ROA.692-697—confirmed that Plaintiff 

received the decision letter on March 4:  

Shipment Date:  
3/2/2016 
Shipment Delivery Date:  
3/4/2016 
Proof of delivery recipient:  
M.CLOUC 
Recipient Name:  
Michael Cloud 
Recipient Address: 
120 Mont Blanc Drive 
Recipient City: 
ROCKWALL 
Recipient State: 
TX 
Recipient Postal Code: 
75032 
Shipment Delivery Time:  
14:07 

ROA.692, 695, 697 (extraneous data omitted).   

The district court called the shipping data “defective on its face” 

because it is “internally maintained” and “reflect[s] delivery to a recipient 

named ‘M. Clouc’” (instead of M. Cloud).  ROA.12628.  But no authority 

indicates that relying on “internally maintained” records—let alone 

records downloaded from FedEx’s website contemporaneously—is an 

abuse of discretion.  To the contrary, plans may rely on “business records” 

to prove notice to participants.  Custer v. Murphy Oil USA, Inc., 503 F.3d 
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415, 420 (5th Cir. 2007).  And the obvious typo in Plaintiff’s name—

otherwise spelled correctly on the same record page, which also includes 

his correct home address—does not render the data “defective.”  See

McCorkle, 757 F.3d at 459-460 (a decision based on evidence “rationally 

connected to the known facts” is “indisputably reasonable”).  

Second, and relatedly, the district court faulted the Board for not 

taking additional steps to “verify delivery.”  ROA.12628.  But the 

Committee’s standard practice was to send decision letters “via FedEx 

shipping with a signature to the player.”  ROA.13080:17-18.  And as the 

court elsewhere found, Committee “[l]etters that are not signed upon 

delivery are returned to the [Plan] Benefits Office,” ROA.12566 ¶ 67—

rendering “further inquiry” for unreturned letters unnecessary.     

Third, the district court called untimeliness a “post hoc reason for 

denial” because it is not specifically mentioned in the Board’s meeting 

minutes and (according to the court) was not discussed at the “formal 

Board meeting.”  ROA.12601; see also ROA.12627.  That was error too. 

As an initial matter, the Board’s denial letter reflects its official 

position and reasoning, and there was zero basis for the court to look 

behind that legally operative document.  “[I]n the ERISA context,” a 
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“fiduciary is responsible for actions performed in his name.”  Geddes v. 

United Staffing All. Emp. Med. Plan, 469 F.3d 919, 926 (10th Cir. 2006) 

(citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TRUSTS § 225 (1959)).  The “review of 

an ERISA benefits determination is essentially analogous to a review of 

an administrative agency decision,” Crosby, 647 F.3d at 264, and the rule 

in that context is clear:  “a court may not reject the agency’s stated 

reasons for acting simply because the agency might also have had other 

unstated reasons.”  Department of Com. v. New York, 139 S. Ct. 2551, 

2573 (2019); see Doe v. Blue Cross & Blue Shield United of Wis., 112 F.3d 

869, 875 (7th Cir. 1997) (“Like a suit to challenge an administrative 

decision, a suit under ERISA is a review proceeding, not an evidentiary 

proceeding.”). 

Indeed, the district court’s reliance on materials outside the 

administrative record, obtained via far-flung discovery and trial 

testimony, goes well beyond the exceptions recognized by this Circuit for 

an ERISA benefits case.  See Crosby, 647 F.3d at 263.  Most obviously, 

the district court may not invent new procedural rules supported by 

“[n]othing in the act” or ERISA “regulations.”  Black & Decker Disability 

Plan v. Nord, 538 U.S. 822, 830-831 (2003).  Yet that is what the district 
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court did by requiring proof that Board members discussed timeliness at 

a formal meeting, without citing anything in the Plan, ERISA, or ERISA’s 

implementing regulations imposing that rule.  In fact, no such rule exists:  

The Plan expressly permits the Board to deny an appeal without meeting 

at all.  See ROA.219-220 (although the Board “will meet at least 

quarterly,” it may, with exceptions not relevant here, “take any action 

without calling a meeting” if at least four Board members sign a written 

instrument or send an electronic communication documenting the 

decision).   

Beyond that, the district court’s invented rule would make ERISA 

benefits determinations unworkable.  Any time a plan denies a claim for 

benefits—even if the administrative record overwhelmingly supports the 

grounds for denial—the claimant could launch a fishing expedition and 

obtain discovery in federal court regarding whether individuals who 

administer the plan “actually contemplated” those grounds.  ROA.12600.  

That question would hinge largely on after-the-fact testimony from plan 

administrators, who may handle hundreds or thousands of claims each 

year.  E.g., ROA.13198:23-25 (Board decides “a thousand cases” per year).  

The district court’s narrow focus on what the Board members specifically 
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“contemplated” also undermines their ability to rely on, and delegate to, 

advisors as they work through many claims.  See ROA.217 (Board may 

delegate its powers and duties and rely on advisors); see also, e.g., Reich 

v. Lancaster, 55 F.3d 1034, 1049 (5th Cir. 1995) (recognizing that 

“professionals, consultants, [and] advisors” may “provide necessary 

services to ERISA plans” and “play influential roles by virtue of the 

expertise that they possess or the capacities in which they act”); cf. 

Geddes, 469 F.3d at 926 (“[N]othing prevents [an] administrator from *** 

delegating portions of its discretionary authority to non-fiduciary third 

parties,” “especially *** when such delegation is explicitly authorized by 

the plan document.”).  Just as a challenger cannot look beyond this 

Court’s published opinion to inquire into what the panel members 

actually “contemplated,” including based on informal conference notes 

and the testimony of law clerks, the district court fundamentally erred in 

looking beyond the official decision letter in trying to discern what 

rationales the Board “actually” relied on here.   

In any event, the district court disregarded evidence that the Board 

did “contemplate” timeliness.  Specifically, a summary letter prepared for 

the Board by a paralegal advisor flagged that Plaintiff had “received” the 
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“denial letter *** on 3/4/2016,” and that the Board received Plaintiff’s 

appeal “on 9/2/16, [182 days later].”  ROA.652 (brackets and bold in 

original). After the Plan’s disability relations manager Sam Vincent 

emailed Bethany Marshall (an advisor for the NFLPA-appointed Board 

members) that the appeal was “untimely *** at 182 days,” Marshall 

confirmed that Board members had “discussed it” during a “pre-meeting.”  

ROA.12589-12590 ¶ 185.

The district court relied on testimony from Vincent (not a Board 

member) for the court’s conclusion that timeliness was not also discussed 

at the formal Board meeting.  ROA.12590 ¶ 186 (citing ROA.13250:12-

14).  But Vincent’s testimony about what happened more than five years 

earlier is ambiguous (at best).  See ROA.13250:12-13251:1 (confirming 

that while he “knew, leading up to that day [of the meeting], that there 

was some question about 180 days,” he otherwise was “assuming” things 

that “probably” did or didn’t happen at the meeting).  And while 

timeliness was not specifically recited in the meeting minutes, evidence 

showed that Board members “relied on [their] advisors’ determination 

that [an appeal] was not timely,” ROA.13649:13-14, and such minutes do 
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not necessarily include “all of the reasons” why a claim is denied anyway.  

ROA.10001:173:20-21.   

More to the point, evidence from Board members themselves makes 

clear that, although the Board “delegated to the Groom Law Group the 

task of drafting” the final decision letters, those letters “reflect[]” “the 

real decision” and the “reasons for the decision.”  ROA.13327:13-14, 

13369:20; see also ROA.13368:16-19 (“I know personally I had a great 

deal of confidence that if we rendered a decision, it would be well-

captured in a letter that would go out to the player.”).  These statements 

underscore the perils of weighing meeting minutes and extra-record 

evidence in a futile attempt to assess Board members’ subjective decision-

making processes—and reinforce that the district court never should 

have looked beyond the stated grounds for denial that are well-supported 

in the administrative record.   

II. THE BOARD CONDUCTED A “FULL AND FAIR” REVIEW 

Because untimeliness is an independent ground justifying the 

Board’s denial of Plaintiff’s appeal, this Court can reverse on that basis 

alone.  But the district court erred in multiple additional respects—first 

in determining that Plaintiff did not receive a “full and fair” review. 
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A. The Board Complied With ERISA Regulations 

“[F]ull and fair” review under ERISA is evaluated for “substantial 

compliance.”  Lafleur, 563 F.3d at 154.  Under the statute, “[i]n 

accordance with [Department of Labor] regulations,” a plan must 

(1) provide adequate notice in writing to any participant or 
beneficiary whose claim for benefits under the plan has 
been denied, setting forth the specific reasons for such 
denial, written in a manner calculated to be understood 
by the participant, and  

(2) afford a reasonable opportunity to any participant 
whose claim for benefits has been denied for a full and 
fair review by the appropriate named fiduciary of the 
decision denying the claim. 

29 U.S.C. § 1133. 

“ERISA regulations provide insight into what constitutes full and 

fair review.”  Lafleur, 563 F.3d at 154. As relevant here, on appeal, a 

plan administrator must “review *** the specific ground[s]” for the initial 

“adverse benefits decision.”  Robinson, 443 F.3d at 393.  The 

administrator may not afford deference to the initial determination.  See 

Lafleur, 563 F.3d at 154 (citing 29 C.F.R. § 2560.503-1(h)(3)(ii)).  If the 

administrator denies the appeal, it must notify the claimant.  See 29 

C.F.R. § 2560.503-1(j).  The notice must include “[t]he specific reason or 

reasons for the adverse determination,” a “[r]eference to the specific plan 
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provisions on which the benefit determination is based,” and statements 

informing the claimant of his entitlement to receive relevant records and 

seek judicial review.  Id. §§ 2560.503-1(j)(1)-(4).   

The Board’s decision here satisfied those requirements.  The Board 

reviewed the specific grounds for the initial adverse benefits decision, 

and the denial letter stated the “specific reason or reasons for the adverse 

determination.”  29 C.F.R. § 2560.503-1(j)(1); see ROA.687-688 

(describing failure to satisfy “changed circumstances,” “shortly after,” 

and appeal deadline requirements).  It cited the pertinent “plan 

provisions.”  29 C.F.R. § 2560.503-1(j)(2); see ROA.687-688 (citing 

Sections 5.7(b), 5.3(a), 5.3(e), and 12.6(a)).  And it notified Plaintiff of his 

right to obtain records and bring this lawsuit. 29 C.F.R. § 2560.503-

1(j)(3)-(4); see ROA.688. 

In other words, the Board followed the “full and fair” review 

requirements to the letter.  There was thus no basis to overturn the 

Board’s decision on procedural grounds—especially under this Court’s 

“substantial compliance standard,” Lafleur, 563 F.3d at 154, under which 

even “noncompliance with ERISA procedures will be excused so long as 

the purposes of section 1133 have been fulfilled,” Robinson, 443 F.3d at 
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393.  Because the Board’s decision at a minimum explained “the denial 

of benefits . . . adequate[ly] to ensure meaningful review of that denial,” 

Lafleur, 563 F.3d at 154—indeed, the Board followed ERISA 

requirements precisely—this is not one of the “rare[]” cases in which the 

substantial compliance standard is unmet, id. at 157.   

B. The District Court Erred In Finding A Lack Of Adequate 
Consideration Of Plaintiff’s Claim  

The district court found that the Board’s review did not give “full 

and fair” consideration to Plaintiff’s claim, but without regard to the 

above ERISA regulations delineating that standard.  Although the court 

held that the Board’s decision letter lacked necessary detail, the court did 

not cite any rule requiring more detail or state what more (in its view) 

was required.  See ROA.12601-12602.   

The district court also applied its “meeting minutes” theory 

(without any statutory or regulatory foundation) to find that the Board 

failed to “actually contemplate[]” not only timeliness (see pp. 32-37, 

supra), but also its other “stated bases for denial.”  ROA.12600.  Yet the 

court overlooked clear record evidence showing that the Board in fact did 

“contemplate” changed circumstances.  Indeed, the court itself 

acknowledged that “notes” from the Board meeting “were typed into a 
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‘decision sheet,’” which “indicated that Plaintiff’s application for 

reclassification was denied because [of] ‘[n]o clear and convincing 

evidence of changed circumstances.’”  ROA.12600-12601 (second 

alteration in original).  The Board thus (at least) “substantially complied” 

with the district court’s made-up requirement to substantiate the 

rationales in a final written decision with contemporaneous meeting 

notes. 

C. The District Court Erred In Finding Improper Delegation To 
Advisors 

The district court also found a lack of “full and fair” review on the 

ground that the Board improperly delegated to advisors, in two respects.  

Neither holds up.   

First, the district court stated that the Board violated “ERISA and 

the Plan” by having advisors review Plaintiff’s file without “specifically 

direct[ing]” them “to review all of Plaintiff’s medical records.”  

ROA.12603.  For example, the district court faulted the Board for relying 

on paralegals, ROA.12604, but such advisors “provide necessary services 

to ERISA plans,” Reich, 55 F.3d at 1049.  Nothing in ERISA or its 

implementing regulations prevents the Board from delegating its powers 

and responsibilities in accordance with the terms of the Plan, including 
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to review the (often voluminous) records.  See ROA.217; see also

ROA.12568 ¶ 81 (noting that records can span “thousands of pages of 

documents”); Geddes, 469 F.3d at 926.   

To be sure, the Board must “take[] into account” all records.  29 

C.F.R. § 2560.503-1(h)(2)(iv); see also ROA.220 (Board “will consider all 

information in the [p]layer’s administrative record”).  But that general 

standard does not require the Board (in conjunction with its advisors) to 

review every page of every record, regardless of whether documents are 

duplicative or irrelevant to “the specific ground[s]” for the initial denial.  

Robinson, 443 F.3d at 393.  And there is no finding—or basis to find—

that the Board (in conjunction with its advisors) failed to review the 

material records here.  When a purported failure to review each page of 

the record has no bearing on the Board’s grounds for denial or the 

claimant’s ability to obtain “meaningful review” of those grounds, it 

cannot support a finding that the Board failed to “substantially comply” 

with ERISA procedural requirements.  Lafleur, 563 F.3d at 154, 157.

The district court’s contrary reasoning would, again, thwart 

administration of ERISA employee benefit plans.  By the court’s logic, 

plan administrators (or at least their expressly directed advisors) must 
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review every page of an application for benefits, including the underlying 

records, even if there is no chance that doing so could change the outcome.  

If such a rigid requirement existed, claimants in every case would be able 

to probe behind official decisions to discover whether the plan had 

completed that (often pointless) process.  Such a requirement would also 

make it exceedingly difficult for plans to process large volumes of claims 

and discourage potential fiduciaries from helping administer plans, thus 

undermining “the public interest in encouraging the formation of 

employee benefit plans.”  Pilot Life Ins. Co. v. Dedeaux, 481 U.S. 41, 54 

(1987).  This Court should reject that untenable result. 

Second, the district court stated that “the Board improperly relied 

on advisors who actively participated in the Committee’s denial of 

Plaintiff’s 2016 application for reclassification.”  ROA.12605.   

Under ERISA, a plan administrator’s review must “not afford 

deference to the initial adverse benefit determination” and must be 

“conducted” by a person who is “neither the individual who made the 

adverse benefit determination that is the subject of the appeal, nor the 

subordinate of such individual.”  29 C.F.R. § 2560.503-1(h)(3)(ii).  Here, 

the Board fully complied with this requirement because the Board 
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independently and without deference reviewed the Committee’s initial 

decision to deny Plaintiff’s request for reclassification.     

The district court faulted the Board for (i) using Chris Smith as an 

advisor while she was a Committee Member during the relevant time 

period (even though she did not advise any Board members regarding 

Plaintiff’s appeal, see ROA.10152 at 191:13-192:1), and (ii) using the 

Groom Law Group to draft decision letters at both levels of 

administrative review (even though Groom did not in fact draft the 

Committee letter at issue, see ROA.13095:11-13096:20).  ROA.12605-

12606.   But under this Court’s law, “the same [advisor] can participate 

in (rather than conduct)” two levels of review.  Lafleur, 563 F.3d at 155, 

157 (same doctor can participate in two levels of review, though 

“exclusive reliance on the opinion of the same doctor” is improper because 

it “effectively [gives] deference to the initial [decision]”).   

Here, the district court did not purport to find (and could not have 

found) that Chris Smith (one of two advisors for the NFLPA-appointed 

Board members only, ROA.12567 ¶ 73) “conduct[ed]” the Board’s review, 

or that Groom “conduct[ed]” either level of review merely by drafting 

decision letters.  Nothing in ERISA or this Circuit’s law requires plans to 
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take the impractical and expensive step of hiring separate law firms to 

advise a plan during the initial review and appeal phases of the same 

case.  See Useden v. Acker, 947 F.2d 1563, 1578 (11th Cir. 1991) 

(rejecting argument that would “deprive ERISA plans of access to 

ordinary legal advice” and “deter consultants such as attorneys from 

assisting plans”).  The court offered no specific basis that could establish 

improper deference to the Committee’s decision—let alone a lack of 

substantial compliance with the Plan’s ERISA procedural obligations. 

D. The District Court Erred In Holding That Plaintiff Was 
Entitled To A Medical Exam 

The district court held that the Board also erred in failing to refer 

Plaintiff for an independent medical exam.  In doing so, it relied on an 

inapposite ERISA provision providing that, before denying an appeal 

“based in whole or in part on a medical judgment,” a plan administrator 

must provide a consultation “with a health care professional who has 

appropriate training and experience in the field of medicine involved in 

the medical judgment.”  Lafleur, 563 F.3d at 154 (quoting 29 C.F.R. 

§ 2560.503-1(h)(3)(iii)); see ROA.12606. 

That procedural requirement did not apply to Plaintiff’s application 

for reclassification.  That is because none of the Board’s three 
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independently sufficient grounds for denial rested on a “medical 

judgment”:  (1) the Board’s timeliness determination turned on FedEx 

data and Plan filing requirements; (2) the Board’s determination that 

Plaintiff had not shown “changed circumstances” warranting 

reclassification was based on a straightforward comparison of the 

conditions listed in his request for reclassification and those supporting 

his prior benefits award; and (3) the Board’s determination that Plaintiff 

was ineligible for Active Football benefits was based on the SSA’s finding 

(and other record evidence) that Plaintiff was not T&P disabled at the 

relevant time.  ROA.687. 

The district court’s analysis ignores the posture of Plaintiff’s 

administrative appeal.  The court stated (without explanation) that 

“[e]ach time Plaintiff applied for benefits in 2010, 2014, and 2016, [the] 

benefits determination was based on a medical judgment regarding the 

existence or onset date of Plaintiff’s neurocognitive disabilities.”  

ROA.12607.  But that conflates Plaintiff’s prior applications for benefits

with his instant application for reclassification—subject to the more 

stringent reclassification standard.  Even if the Committee’s 2014 

decision to grant Plaintiff Inactive A benefits but to deny him Active 
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Football benefits had been based on a medical judgment, Plaintiff did not 

appeal that decision—and thus should not have been permitted to 

collaterally attack it in federal court.  See Denton v. First Nat’l Bank of 

Waco, Tex., 765 F.2d 1295, 1303 (5th Cir. 1985) (ERISA requires 

“plaintiffs to first exhaust their administrative remedies before resorting 

to the federal courts”). Only the denial of Plaintiff’s reclassification 

application was before the court, and that denial involved no medical 

judgment. 

III. THE BOARD’S DENIAL OF RECLASSIFICATION WAS WELL 
WITHIN ITS DISCRETION 

Procedural issues aside, the district court concluded that the Board 

abused its discretion in denying reclassification to Active Football 

benefits.  ROA.12608-12609.  Before the Plan, however, Plaintiff never 

claimed that he satisfied the “changed circumstances” requirement for 

reclassification; he simply sought to “waive” that requirement.  That fact, 

along with the accompanying failure of proof, necessitates affirmance of 

the Board’s denial.  Plaintiff’s additional failure to satisfy the “shortly 

after” requirement entails denial as well.  
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A. Plaintiff Failed To Establish “Changed Circumstances” 

1. Plaintiff Forfeited Any Argument That He Could Show 
“Changed Circumstances” Before The Board 

Under the Plan, Plaintiff was required to show by “clear and 

convincing” evidence that, “because of changed circumstances,” Plaintiff 

was eligible for Active Football benefits.  ROA.205 (emphasis added).  But 

Plaintiff never even argued to the Board that he could show “changed 

circumstances.”  Instead, he asked the Board to “waive[]” that 

requirement and to treat his application for reclassification like an initial 

application for benefits.  ROA.660.5  The Board thus properly rejected 

Plaintiff’s application for failure to show changed circumstances.   

Because Plaintiff did not attempt to show “changed circumstances” 

when seeking administrative review by the Plan, he forfeited the 

5 Plaintiff’s administrative appeal letter argued that the Board 
should waive the “changed circumstances” requirement because his 
mental impairments had prevented him from understanding “what was 
required” when he previously applied for benefits.  ROA.660.  Although 
the Plan provides for tolling its 42-month limitations period based on 
mental incapacity that interferes with filing a claim, ROA.204-205, no 
similar provision applies to the “changed circumstances” requirement.  In 
any event, Plaintiff was represented by counsel when he (successfully) 
applied for T&P benefits in 2014, having (successfully) applied for SSA 
benefits before that.  And the district court did not rely on Plaintiff’s 
unfounded request to excuse his failure to show changed circumstances. 
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argument in court.  Under ERISA, courts “cannot consider an argument 

that a plan did not first have the opportunity to assess.”  Gomez v. 

Ericsson, Inc., 828 F.3d 367, 374 (5th Cir. 2016).  The district court erred 

in considering Plaintiff’s forfeited argument.   

2. Plaintiff Offered No Evidence Of “Changed 
Circumstances” In Court 

Forfeiture aside, Plaintiff came nowhere close to showing changed 

circumstances in court under the deferential standard by which courts 

review the Board’s factual findings and Plan interpretations. 

a.  Because the Board has broad “discretion” to “construe the Plan,” 

ROA.216-217, review of such interpretations is limited.  If the “fiduciary’s 

interpretation of the plan was legally correct”—considering only “(1) 

whether the administrator has given the plan a uniform construction, 

(2) whether the interpretation is consistent with a fair reading of the 

plan, and (3) any unanticipated costs resulting from different 

interpretations of the plan”—“the inquiry is over[.]”  Ellis, 394 F.3d at 

269-270.  If the interpretation was not legally correct, a court must still 

uphold it unless the administrator “abused [its] discretion,” considering 

“(1) the internal consistency of the plan under the administrator’s 

interpretation, (2) any relevant regulations formulated by the 
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appropriate administrative agencies, and (3) the factual background of 

the determination and any inferences of lack of good faith.”  Wildbur v. 

ARCO Chem. Co., 974 F.2d 631, 638 (5th Cir. 1992).   

The Board interprets “changed circumstances” to mean “a new or 

different impairment from the one that originally qualified [Plaintiff] for 

T&P benefits.”  ROA.687.  Every court to consider that interpretation has 

deferred to it as reasonable and consistent with the Plan’s terms.  See 

Hudson v. National Football League Mgmt. Council, No. 18-CV-04483-

GHW, 2019 WL 5722220, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 5, 2019) (upholding 

Board’s interpretation requiring “a change in Player’s physical 

condition—such as a new or different impairment—that warrants a 

different category of benefits”), report and recommendation adopted as 

modified, No. 1:18-CV-4483-GHW, 2019 WL 4784680 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 30, 

2019); Bryant v. Bert Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL Player Ret. Plan, No. 1:12-

cv-936-MHC, 2015 WL 13908103, at *2-3 (N.D. Ga. Mar. 23, 2015) 

(upholding Board’s interpretation requiring “a change in the Player’s 

physical condition, such as a new or different disability”); Boyd v. Bert 

Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL Player Ret. Plan, 796 F. Supp. 2d 682, 691-692 (D. 

Md. 2011) (Board “did not abuse its discretion” where denial letter “made 
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clear that the Board had interpreted ‘changed circumstances’ to require 

*** a change in physical condition”); see also Connecticut Gen. Life Ins. 

Co. v. Humble Surgical Hosp., L.L.C., 878 F.3d 478, 485 (5th Cir. 2017) 

(“[A]rguably the fact that two courts have found [an] interpretation of the 

policy language reasonable itself establishes that the interpretation does 

not constitute an abuse of discretion.”).    

b.  Applying its interpretation of the Plan, the Board reasonably 

concluded that Plaintiff failed to present “changed circumstances,” as his 

2016 application for reclassification relied on no “new or different 

impairment.”  The only “new” information in Plaintiff’s 2016 application 

was Dr. John Cronin’s 2012 critique of another doctor’s 2011 exam 

findings, ROA.482-485, and a letter quoting Plaintiff’s own account of his 

post-concussion symptoms.  Neither of those come close to establishing a 

new or different impairment. 

To be sure, Plaintiff argued to the district court that his 2016 

application included “the addition of significant memory and attention 

problems, attention and decision problems, and affective disorder—all 

reflective of his progressive cognitive decline as new conditions and, in 

some cases, changes in those conditions.”  ROA.12296. But Plaintiff’s 
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2014 application (resulting in Inactive A benefits) cited those exact same 

conditions.  In particular, Plaintiff had claimed to suffer from “Memory 

Loss” and “Difficulties with *** Decision Making and Concentration,” 

ROA.265, while incorporating the prior SSA award finding that he 

suffered from “affective disorder.”  ROA.469 (referenced in ROA.264, 265, 

267).6  The Board thus had more than a legally sufficient basis to deny 

Plaintiff’s application on the ground that he could not demonstrate 

changed circumstances.   

c.  The district court held that the Board’s determination was an 

abuse of discretion, but neither of its rationales withstands scrutiny.  

First, the court rejected the Board’s interpretation of “changed 

circumstances.”  ROA.12610-12615.  Ignoring the unbroken line of case 

law deeming that interpretation reasonable, the court claimed to discern 

differing definitions of “changed circumstances” in past decision letters 

to conclude that the Board had not applied a “uniform interpretation.”  

6 Plaintiff’s 2014 application also cited “Depression,” ROA.265, a 
common “affective disorder.”  See ROA.12582 n.15 (“[B]outs of depression 
and anxiety in addition to bouts of paranoia and delusion are referred to 
as affective disorder.”  (alteration in original) (internal quotation marks 
omitted)). 
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ROA.12610-12611.7  But a fair review confirms that, despite any minor 

differences in phrasing, those formulations are materially the same 

(particularly when read in context of the benefits sought in each case) in 

that they all required a new or different impairment.  Regardless, given 

that the definition the Board applied to Plaintiff—a “new or different 

impairment”—was at least as favorable as the others raised by the 

district court, Plaintiff did not show “changed circumstances” under any 

prior interpretation of the term.   

Second, the district court found “that the Board’s interpretation of 

‘changed circumstances,’ as applied to the facts, is entirely inconsistent 

with a fair reading of the Plan.”  ROA.12612.  But rather than explain 

what was wrong with the Board’s definition, the court merely reiterated 

7 According to the district court, some Plan letters “implied” that 
“changed circumstances” “means something other than the same basis 
for the initial decision,” and others interpreted changed circumstances to 
mean “a change in the Player’s condition,” “a change in the Player’s 
physical condition,” “a new or different impairment than the one that 
originally qualified [the player] for T&P benefits,” “a new or different 
impairment that warrants a different category of benefits,” “a change in 
a Player’s condition, such as a new impairment that did not exist during 
the original application, or an impairment that did exist but is different 
from the one that formed the basis for the original award of T&P 
benefits,” or “an impairment that did not form the basis of the original 
T&P award, and that became totally and permanently disabling after the 
original T&P award.”  ROA.12610-12611. 
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its (erroneous) view that Plaintiff should have received a medical exam.  

ROA.12612-12613.  That has nothing to do with the definition of 

“changed circumstances.”  The district court did not purport to offer a 

different definition than the one used by the Board, identify any genuine 

inconsistency with other Plan provisions, or cite unexpected costs 

associated with the Board’s interpretation.  See Ellis, 394 F.3d at 269-

270.  Accordingly, nothing supported the district court’s aberrational 

holding that the Board’s definition was legally incorrect, let alone an 

abuse of discretion. 

B. Plaintiff Did Not And Cannot Satisfy The Separate “Shortly 
After” Requirement 

The district court overlooked another fundamental flaw in 

Plaintiff’s reclassification application.  Even if Plaintiff could show 

“changed circumstances,” that would pass only a threshold gatekeeping 

requirement for reclassification.  Plaintiff still had to show he was 

eligible for Active Football benefits, specifically, that he became T&P 

disabled “shortly after” the October 31, 2004 concussion.  Plaintiff’s 

reclassification application failed to establish that critical eligibility 

element.
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1. The District Court Erred In Reading The “Shortly After” 
Requirement Out Of The Plan   

The district court held that Plaintiff was not required to satisfy the 

“shortly after” requirement, based on its (mis-)understanding of the 

Plan’s “special rules” governing psychological and psychiatric disorders.  

ROA.12615-12618.  The court erred.   

As an initial matter, Plaintiff forfeited this argument.  Before the 

Board, Plaintiff expressly acknowledged that he was required to show 

that he became T&P disabled “shortly after” his October 2004 concussion.  

ROA.664 (arguing that “[s]ince [he] became [T&P] disabled ‘shortly after’ 

his disability arose while playing in the NFL, [Plaintiff] is entitled to 

Active Football benefits”).  Plaintiff never argued to the Board that the 

“special rules” provision somehow obviated the “shortly after” 

requirement for Active Football benefits.  Plaintiff thus forfeited any 

argument that he was not required to satisfy the “shortly after” 

requirement, and the district court lacked authority to decide an issue 

the Board did not have an “opportunity to assess.”  Gomez, 828 F.3d at 

374.  

The district court also got it wrong on the merits:  Section 5.4(b)’s 

“special rules” provision does not eliminate Section 5.3(a)’s “shortly after” 
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requirement.  Under Section 5.4(b), “[a] payment for [T&P] disability as 

a result of a psychological/psychiatric disorder may only be made, and 

will only be awarded, for benefits under the provisions of Section 5.3(b), 

Section 5.3(c), or Section 5.3(d).”  ROA.201. Accordingly, a psychological 

or psychiatric disability generally cannot qualify a former player for 

benefits “under the provisions of Section 5.3(a),” i.e., Active Football 

benefits.  Id.

But Section 5.4(b) creates an exception:  Active Football benefits 

“may be awarded under the provisions of Section 5.3(a)” as well, but only 

“if the requirements for a [T&P] disability are otherwise met and the 

psychological/psychiatric disorder *** is caused by or relates to a head 

injury (or injuries) sustained by [the] [p]layer arising out of League 

football activities (e.g., repetitive concussions)[.]”  ROA.201.  Section 

5.4(b) thus permits Active Football benefits to be awarded for a 

psychological/psychiatric injury under the provisions of not only Sections 

5.3(b)-(d), but also 5.3(a)—including its “shortly after” requirement—as 

long as the psychological or psychiatric T&P disability arises from 

football head injuries.   
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In other words, former players who are T&P disabled due only to 

psychological/psychiatric disorders, who thus would otherwise not be 

eligible for Active Football benefits, may still obtain such benefits if their 

disabilities were caused by football head injuries and they satisfy the 

basic requirements articulated in “the provisions of Section 5.3(a).”  For 

example, a hypothetical player who suffered an in-game “head injury” 

that rendered him T&P disabled shortly thereafter could qualify for 

Active Football benefits even if the player’s disability was purely 

psychological/psychiatric.  But a hypothetical player who did not become 

T&P disabled until years after a similar injury could not. 

Instead of concluding that the Board interpreted the Plan 

inconsistently (or otherwise finding any of the grounds for rejecting the 

Board’s interpretation of the Plan’s terms, see Ellis, 394 F.3d at 269-270), 

the district court purported to analyze the Plan’s text.  See ROA.12616.  

The court reasoned that applying the “shortly after” requirement would 

contradict the Plan’s “statement that Section 5.3(a) is ‘subject to’ the 

special rules of Section 5.4.”  ROA.12618 (emphasis omitted).  But, as the 

court acknowledged, the phrase “‘subject to’ means ‘likely to be 

conditioned, affected, or modified in some indicated way, and having a 
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contingent relation to something and usually dependent on such relation 

for final form, validity, or significance.’”  ROA.12616 (quoting Cedyco 

Corp. v. PetroQuest Energy, LLC, 497 F.3d 485, 489 (5th Cir. 2007)).  

Under the Board’s interpretation, Section 5.3(a) is conditioned, affected, 

and modified by Section 5.4(b), which generally removes psychological 

and psychiatric disorders from Section 5.3(a)’s purview, except disorders 

arising from football head injuries. 

For the same reason, the Board’s interpretation does not violate the 

“surplusage canon.”  ROA.12618.  Under the Board’s interpretation, as 

described above, Section 5.4(b) modifies Section 5.3(a).  If anything, the 

district court’s interpretation violates the surplusage canon, because it 

does not give effect to the phrase “under the provisions of Section 5.3(a)” 

in Section 5.4(b).   

The district court’s misinterpretation conflicts with not only the 

Board’s interpretation, but also that of another court.  The Southern 

District of California has approved the Board’s interpretation of a 

predecessor provision containing the same relevant language (as to 

Football Degenerative, rather than Active Football, benefits).  See Boyd 

v. Bert Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL Players Ret. Plan, No. 01-CV-2072-J-LSP, 
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2003 WL 27394697, at *2 (S.D. Cal. July 24, 2003).8  The claimant in 

Boyd argued the “special rules” provision “lowered” the “causation 

requirement” for Football Degenerative benefits, just as Plaintiff argues 

the provision eliminates the “shortly after” requirement for Active 

Football benefits.  Id.  But the court there held that the Board’s 

interpretation of the provision as not excusing the plaintiff from meeting 

the requirements of the specific T&P benefits he sought “followed the 

plain meaning” of the provision.  See id. at *2-3.  The court also noted 

that the Board had “examined the intent of the collective bargaining 

parties” to confirm that interpretation.  Id. at *2.  Here, the Board 

reasonably applied its judicially affirmed interpretation as reflected in 

Plaintiff’s own application.  See Humble Surgical Hosp., 878 F.3d at 485.  

In sum, the Board’s conclusion that Cloud was required to satisfy 

the “shortly after” requirement is the best reading of Section 5.4(b).  At a 

8 The language stated: 

[A] total and permanent disability as a result of a 
psychological/psychiatric disorder may be awarded under the 
[Football Degenerative category] if the requirements for a 
total and permanent disability are otherwise met and the 
psychological/psychiatric disorder *** is caused by or relates 
to a head injury (or injuries) sustained by a Player arising out 
of League football activities (e.g., repetitive concussions)[.] 

2003 WL 27394697, at *2 (alterations in original) (emphasis omitted). 
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minimum, however, the Board’s reading is “fair,” Ellis, 394 F.3d at 269-

270, and certainly not an abuse of discretion, see McCorkle, 757 F.3d at 

459 (emphasizing that plan administrator “has the power to resolve 

ambiguities”).  

2. Substantial Evidence Supported The Board’s Finding 
That Plaintiff’s T&P Disability Did Not Arise “Shortly 
After” His October 2004 Injury 

Because Plaintiff argued to the Board that his October 31, 2004 

concussion caused him to become disabled “[i]mmediately,” ROA.459, 

660, 663, the “shortly after” element required Plaintiff to show that he 

became T&P disabled no “more than twelve months” later, i.e., no later 

than October 31, 2005.  ROA.200.  But no such evidence exists—let alone 

enough evidence to render the Board’s contrary conclusion an abuse of 

discretion. 

For starters, the SSA found—based on Plaintiff’s own

representation—that Plaintiff was too disabled to work beginning on 

December 31, 2008.  ROA.469.  Plaintiff repeatedly cited and 

incorporated that finding in his application for benefits and attached the 

SSA decision to his application for reclassification.  See ROA.265, 267, 

268, 467.  Under the deferential standard of review, Plaintiff’s own 
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representation that he became T&P disabled beginning in December 

2008 is substantial evidence sufficient to uphold the Board’s finding that 

he was not T&P disabled as of October 2005. 

In any event, far “more than a scintilla” of other evidence supported 

the Board’s decision.  Corry v. Liberty Life Assurance Co. of Bos., 499 

F.3d 389, 398 (5th Cir. 2007).  For example, Plaintiff was still playing in 

NFL games more than a year after his October 2004 injury.  See 

ROA.443.  In addition, Plaintiff was operating a training business in 

2006.  See ROA.282.  And contemporaneous medical reports did not 

indicate any T&P disability.  See ROA.362 (medical evaluation conducted 

on October 31, 2004, documenting “normal” findings across the board); 

ROA.368-369 (Plaintiff reported no physical issues in May 2005 form and 

certified that his representations were thorough and accurate); ROA.370 

(Plaintiff waived physical after 2005 season and certified he was not 

injured and capable of playing football that day).     

Rather than acknowledge that substantial evidence, the district 

court looked beyond the administrative record.  According to the court, 

based on extra-record trial testimony, “Board members viewed the Active 

Football category as reserved only for situations where a player is 
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immediately paralyzed after an in-game hit.”  ROA.12623.  In reality, 

Board members Cass and Smith testified that providing increased 

benefits for immediate paralysis was the bargaining parties’ main 

motivation behind adding the Active Football category to the Plan and 

that on-field paralysis was the quintessential example of an Active 

Football disability.  See ROA.13412:19, 24-25 (Cass testimony that Active 

Football category was “put in the plan” to “take into account that 

situation”); ROA.13800:2-4 (Smith testimony that “Active Football’s 

really for the catastrophic-type injuries,” citing “a player that was 

paralyzed” as an example).  In contrasting Plaintiff’s circumstances to 

that archetype, Cass and Smith never indicated that Active Football 

benefits covered only on-field paralysis.   

The district court then stated that Board members flouted the 

terms of the Plan—which provides that “[a] Player will not be considered 

to be able to engage in any occupation or employment for remuneration 

or profit *** merely because such person is employed by the League or [a 

team],” ROA.198—because their testimony indicated that “a player could 

not qualify as [T&P] disabled while on a team’s roster as an active NFL 

player.”  ROA.12624.  Although the mere fact of being “employed” by the 
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league or a team would not negate a T&P disability, ROA.198, there is 

an obvious difference between remaining on a team’s payroll (e.g., paid 

appearances in a promotional role) and actively participating in 

professional football games.  Indeed, Plaintiff’s counsel expressly 

conceded in court that a player “cannot be totally and permanently 

disabled and play in the NFL.”  ROA.14040:18-19.   

In further violation of ERISA’s standard of review, the district court 

relied (selectively) on evidence of Plaintiff’s own representations to the 

Plan and to doctors who examined him more than five years after the 

“shortly after” period.  See ROA.12625-12626; see also ROA.287-289) 

(2011 report from Dr. Cronin discussing Plaintiff’s reported historical 

symptoms); ROA.681-684 (2012 report from Dr. Cronin discussing 

Plaintiff’s representations to Dr. Nathan Nelson in 2011); ROA.282-286 

(2013 report from Dr. Annie Smith discussing Plaintiff’s reported 

historical symptoms).  Those doctors’ reports could potentially show that 

Plaintiff is currently T&P disabled (no one disputes that he is); but they 

are exceedingly weak evidence of Plaintiff’s condition in 2004 and 2005.  

The only contemporaneous medical evidence cited by the district court 

was a medical evaluation Plaintiff had the same day he suffered his 
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concussion.  ROA.12625; see also ROA.560 (reporting headache, 

dizziness, and vertigo).  But that immediate record of his on-field injury 

is not alone sufficient to show that he became T&P disabled within the 

“shortly after” window.  At a minimum, the Board had discretion to rely 

instead on Plaintiff’s contemporaneous representations and activities 

during the post-injury period.   

Finally, the district court recognized the SSA’s “decision as to 

timing”—namely, that Plaintiff’s disability “onset date” was December 

2008—but the court minimized that evidence because the Board was not 

“bound” by the SSA’s decision.  ROA.12626.  The question, however, was 

not whether that decision “bound” the Board, but only whether it was 

substantial evidence on which the Board could rely.  Although the district 

court believed that the Board “overemphasized the *** SSA Award, 

which favored a denial, and deemphasized or ignored other medical 

reports and Plaintiff’s own statements suggesting a contrary conclusion,” 

id, it is the Board’s job—not the court’s—to “determine the relative 

weight to give *** information” in the “administrative record.”  ROA.220; 

see Vercher v. Alexander & Alexander Inc., 379 F.3d 222, 233 (5th Cir. 

2004) (although plan administrators “may not arbitrarily refuse to credit 
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*** the opinions of a treating physician,” they may “credit reliable 

evidence that conflicts with a treating physician’s evaluation”); see also 

McCorkle, 757 F.3d at 460 (criticizing district court for “substitut[ing] its 

judgment for the reasonable judgment of the plan administrator”).

* * * 

Despite allowing unprecedented discovery and holding a trial, the 

district court identified no genuine error, let alone an abuse of discretion, 

by the Board.  The court’s reasoning makes clear that although it paid 

“lip-service” to the deferential standard of review, it “turned the 

deference afforded to plan administrators flatly on its head” by second-

guessing the Board’s decision on essentially de novo review—and reached 

the wrong result.  McCorkle, 757 F.3d at 459.  Indeed, Plaintiff’s clear 

ineligibility for reclassification to Active Football benefits belies the 

district court’s unfounded statement that the Board has “engineered” a 

“larger strategy” to deny such benefits to former players.  ROA.12629.  

The fact that 30 former players have qualified for Active Football benefits 

reflects not a conspiracy but only the stringent, collectively bargained 

requirements for attaining such benefits.  Here, by denying a facially 

deficient application for reclassification from one category of T&P 
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benefits to the Plan’s highest paying category of T&P benefits, the Board 

fiduciaries (half of whom are former players) fulfilled their duty to protect 

the Plan’s assets on behalf of all former players.  See, e.g., Boyd, 410 F.3d 

at 1178.  That is how ERISA benefit plans are supposed to work.9

IV. IN THE ALTERNATIVE, THE DISTRICT COURT EXCEEDED 
ITS AUTHORITY IN AWARDING BENEFITS ITSELF 

The district court’s errors discussed thus far compel reversal of the 

court’s decision and affirmance of the Board’s reclassification denial.  

This Court therefore should order entry of judgment in the Plan’s favor.  

But even assuming arguendo some Board violation, the district court 

9 At the end of its opinion, the district court cited a handful of out-
of-circuit cases reversing Plan benefit decisions over a 16-year period.  
But every one of those cases involves different Plan provisions and 
different facts.  The district court also omitted critical context—namely, 
the thousands of claims the Plan has processed without issue, as well as 
the many judicial decisions (including from this Circuit) rejecting 
challenges to the Plan’s processes and findings.  See, e.g., Atkins, 694 
F.3d 557; Hill v. Bert Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL Player Ret. Plan, 613 F. 
App’x 418 (5th Cir. 2015); Harrison v. Bert Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL Ret. 
Plan, 583 F. App’x 413 (5th Cir. 2014); Washington v. Bert Bell/Pete 
Rozelle NFL Ret. Plan, 504 F.3d 818 (9th Cir. 2007); Johnson v. Bert 
Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL Player Ret. Plan, 468 F.3d 1082 (8th Cir. 2006); 
Hudson, 2019 WL 5722220; Schlichter v. Bert Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL 
Players Ret. Plan, No. 1:16-cv-61-WTL-TAB, 2017 WL 1001204 (S.D. Ind. 
March 15, 2017); Bryant, 2015 WL 13908103; Boyd, 796 F. Supp. 2d 682; 
Schwager v. Bert Bell/Pete Rozelle NFL Player Ret. Plan, No. WMN-08-
CV-1870, 2010 WL 481232 (D. Md. Feb. 4, 2010). 
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exceeded its authority in directly granting Plaintiff reclassification to 

Active Football benefits.   

“Remand to the plan administrator for full and fair review is 

usually the appropriate remedy when the administrator fails to 

substantially comply with the procedural requirements of ERISA.”  

Lafleur, 563 F.3d at 157.  A court may “award benefits” only “where the 

record establishes that the plan administrator’s denial of the claim was 

an abuse of discretion as a matter of law,” i.e., when “it would be 

unreasonable for the plan administrator to deny the application for 

benefits on any ground.”  Id. (quoting Gagliano v. Reliance Standard Life 

Ins. Co., 547 F.3d 230, 240 (4th Cir. 2008); Caldwell v. Life Ins. Co. of N. 

Am., 287 F.3d 1276, 1289 (10th Cir. 2002)) (emphasis added). 

Under that standard, the district court (at most) should have 

remanded this case to the Board for a new review.  The professed 

procedural violations it identified could not support an outright benefits 

award because it remains Plaintiff’s burden to prove he is entitled to 

Active Football benefits.  And the record does not foreclose “any” and 

every ground for the Board to deny Plaintiff’s request for reclassification.  

For example, the district court did not address the Plan’s 42-month 
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limitations period discussed in the Committee’s denial letter.  ROA.204-

205, 649.  Under that provision, it is “conclusively presumed” that 

Plaintiff was “not [T&P] disabled for all *** periods of time more than 

forty-two months” before the Board received his application for Active 

Football benefits.  ROA.204. Even looking back from Plaintiff’s 2014 

application for benefits, it is presumed that Plaintiff was not T&P 

disabled before 2011, when the “shortly after” window had long since 

closed.  To overcome that obstacle, Plaintiff would need to satisfy the 

requirements for tolling due to incapacity that “interferes with the filing 

of [a] claim,” ROA.204-205, despite having successfully filed claims with 

the SSA in 2012 and with the Plan (while represented by counsel) in 2009 

and 2014.  In the event this Court does not affirm the Board’s decision, 

the Board should have the opportunity to address this and other potential 

grounds for denial in the first instance. 

The district court also erred in awarding retroactive benefits based 

on the date of Plaintiff’s 2014 benefits application.  Under the Plan, when 

a Plaintiff submits “a written application *** requesting such 

reclassification *** that *** results in the award of [a] benefit, *** T&P 

benefits will be paid retroactive to the first day of the month that is two 
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months prior to the date [the] written application *** was received.”  

ROA.205.  Accordingly, even if Plaintiff were entitled to Active Football 

benefits, the effective date of such benefits would be December 1, 2015—

i.e., two months before the reclassification application that is the subject 

of Plaintiff’s claim—not May 1, 2014.  See ROA.456 (Plaintiff’s 

application received February 2016). 

Finally, this Court should reverse the district court’s award of 

attorneys’ fees and costs, including contingent fees.  See D’Onofrio v. 

Vacation Publ’ns, Inc., 888 F.3d 197, 219 (5th Cir. 2018) (“Because we 

reverse [on the merits], we also vacate the district court’s award of *** 

attorneys’ fees.”). 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, this Court should reverse the district 

court’s judgment and order entry of judgment in the Plan’s favor.   
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